
 

 

  UNIT 2 -  MY AMAZING BODY 

CLASS: II 

SUBJECT: EVS 

I. Complete the sentences using the words given in the brackets. 

                   (looks, sound, smell, feels, tastes) 

a) Honey tastes  sweet. 

b) A feather  feels soft.  

c) A Jasmine has a pleasant  smell  .  

d) A flower garden  looks beautiful. 

e) The cuckoo makes a musical sound. 

 

II. Write ‘L’ for those that make loud sounds and ‘S‘ for those that 

make soft sounds. 

 

 S  L   L   L   S      S 

III. Match the following. 

a. Sugar   –   salty          [4] 

b. Lemon   --   sweet      [1] 



 

 

c. Chilli   --   sour       [2] 

d. Sea water  –   spicy         [3] 

IV. Put tick marks ( √) in the appropriate columns. (Can be in more 

than one column) 

Things Rough Soft Hard Fluffy Sticky 

Cotton    √  

Gum     √ 

Stone   √   

Feather  √    

Wood √     

Flower  √    

Sponge  √    

Honey 

 

    √ 

 

V. Put a tick (√) for the correct posture and a cross (X) for the 

incorrect posture. 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

  X √ √ 



 

 

 

VI. Name the joints. (Ankle, knee, wrist,elbow) 

 

 

            WRIST             ELBOW                  ANKLE                  KNEE 

 

VII. Answer the following Quesitons. 

1. Write the helps of bones. 

 Our bones help us stand straight and give us shape. 

2. What is called joint? 

 The pace where two or more bones meet is called a joint. 

3. Write any three joint names? 

 Shoulder 

 Elbow 

 Wrist 

4. List the sense organs.  

Sense organs Role of sense oragans 

Eyes Sight – Shape, size, colour, distance, depth 



 

 

Ears Hearing – Loud and soft sounds 

Nose Smell – Pleasant and unpleasant 

Skin Touch – Rough, smooth, soft, hard, fluffy, hot, cold, 

sticky 

Tongue Taste - sweet, sour, salty, spicy, bitter, astringent 

  

5. What is posture. 

 The posture of our body in doing various actions is called posture. 

 

VIII. Tick (√) the correct posture. 

        

      

              

                      

  X √    X 

   Eyes    Skin 

   Eyes    Tongue 


